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Executive summary
Newspaper content is an extraordinarily
valuable currency across the media spectrum.
Without content, there would be no advertising
or subscription support. Without content, the
likes of Google, Yahoo! and Microsoft – or any
media – would not exist.
For the purposes of this report, the value of
news content refers to value for both publisher
and reader. The Value of News Content
explores the value from a variety of
perspectives:
• Monetary value to sell and resell content
through syndicates like Dow Jones Syndicate
and third-party resellers like LexisNexis and
Factiva
• Increasing value by building content –
making machines more efficient
• Content whose value is growing fast, like
mobile and video
• Preserving value of news and information
online, by implementing the Automated
Content Access Protocol, or ACAP, technology
• The value of newspaper and online

newspaper readers, as calculated by the
revenues divided by circulation or digital
traffic
• Case studies of increasing value of content at
newspaper companies, including Gannett, Dow
Jones/Wall Street Journal and Asahi Shimbun
• The changing content ecosystem, and how to
maximise value in an increasingly competitive
and consumer-driven environment
The report details how the content ecosystem
has changed across the content value chain,
and how newspaper publishers can develop
strategies to change their editorial departments
from the old “news judgment” model, to the
audience-focus model, through developing
tailored, actionable and personally relevant
news and information while also finding ways
to outsource commoditized content that can be
found in countless newspapers and on
multitudes of digital channels.
Several studies are explained in detail about
the types of content print and digital readers
want on newspaper, Internet and mobile
channels, and strategy is offered on how to
5
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The Wall Street
Journal Office
Media Network
is series of video
screens in
business office
centers, like this
one in Chicago.

The News Content Value Chain
For multiple channels
Plan for each media
Reporting

Efficiencies
Editing

The Content Value Chain can be cut into two
distinct value propositions:
1) Efficiencies during the development of
content, and

Production
Publishing
Distribution

Revenues
Syndication
Archiving
Source: Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008

develop new products and workflows that are
aligned with readers’ expressed desires.
The market value of news content is driven by
three variables: Proposition, Price and Players,
that is, the content’s subject, relevance and
channel; the competitive marketplace for the
content; and the price charged to consumers
and partners. These three components of
content value strategy also deal with the value
proposition of newspaper companies' content
to readers and a newspaper's brand and its
corresponding credibility with audience
members – the two most powerful currencies
to trade on now, and in the future.
6

In order to maximise the value of content,
newspaper companies are developing more
reader value and generating more revenue
along the News Content Value Chain.
This report details the opportunities to better
monetise valuable news and information in
the newspaper industry.

2) Revenue-making during the distribution and
archiving portion of the chain. The report
details strategies to maximise the efficiencies
and revenue-making on each link of the value
chain.
But among all of these components to
newspapers’ content revenue strategies, the
most important are creating more reader value
with content as readers become more selective
about where they spend their time reading
news and information. Another essential
strategy is for publishers to take full control of
their content online, by employing technology
to allow and disallow hungry search engine
spiders to grab content from their stockpiles of
valuable content. To this end, the World
Association of Newspapers has launched the
ACAP project, which stands for Automated
Content Access Protocol. More information
can be found at http://www.the-acap.org/.
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Introduction
subject, relevance and channel; the competitive
marketplace for the content; and the price
charged to consumers and partners.

What Drives Value?

Value is in the eye of the beholder. News that
is compelling to one newspaper or digital
reader may not be compelling to another. In
the future, news and information propositions
to individual readers will be increasingly
important drivers in successful content
strategies.

Pric
e
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Newspapers boast a centuries-old legacy of
publishing credible records of people, places,
events, topics and organisations. Against a
backdrop of an increasingly competitive and
consumer-driven media landscape, newspaper
companies’ content strategies continue to
evolve. The market value of news content is
driven by three variables: Proposition, Price
and Players. These include the content’s

Value

P ro

po s i t i on

© Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008

In order to maximise the value of content,
newspaper companies are developing higher
values to readers and generating more revenue
along the News Content Value Chain. This
report details the opportunities to better
monetise valuable news and information in the
newspaper industry.

Competition in the production and distribution
of content grows seemingly by the day,
especially on digital channels. Disruptive
technologies and new competitors have forced
traditional media companies to rethink the
content value proposition over the past decade
in favour of a customer-focused approach to
news and information product development. In
7
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order to be relevant to a variety of target
audiences based on categories such as age,
gender, ethnicity and psychographics,
publishers are creating Web sites, mobile sites
and print publications.
The aim is to be first in their markets in the
areas of business, sports and news, and the first
place readers turn to for these subjects. The
strategy has paid off; publishers are gaining
market share by becoming more relevant to
groups that have been under-served until now.
Some media players are revamping their
context mix to focus more on specialised
content and less on commoditised news. For
example, the creation of commoditised content
found on a multitude of Web sites, like
breaking news, sports scores, stock market
listings and entertainment news, has taken a
back seat to more localised and targeted
content. Some larger newspaper chains like the
Tribune Company in the United States have
started consolidating their commodity content
gathering operations across eight newspapers
in order to save money, and then concentrate
their efforts on specialised content in
entertainment, business, politics, culture,
ethnicity and gender subjects.
Some newspapers have come to rely on wire
services and speciality syndicated content
providers for sports scores, war coverage and
stock market news, instead of producing this
content themselves. For example, the
International Herald Tribune in Paris has
“outsourced” their business content to Reuters
in an arrangement where Reuters content is
free to use, and IHT and Reuters share in
advertising revenues in the business section.
Some newspaper companies are re-pricing
subscription structures, optimising syndication
deals and finding new digital channels on
which to sell content. Still others are selling
archived content and joining consortiums in
order to extract more cash from their content
through wider distribution on advertisingsupported networks.

But among all of these components to
newspapers’ content revenue strategies, the
most important are creating more reader value
with content as readers become more selective
about where they spend their time reading
news and information. Another essential
strategy is for publishers to take full control of
their content online, by employing technology
to allow and disallow hungry search engine
spiders to grab content from their stockpiles of
valuable content. To this end, the World
Association of Newspapers has launched the
Automated Content Access Protocol (ACAP)
project. More information can be found at
http://www.the-acap.org/.
All of these topics will be covered in this
report, and in addition, case studies about new
and existing business models for content
distribution for news content, including news
agencies, syndication and digital networks.
Among the case studies are:
• Reuters and Associated Press news agencies
• New York Times syndicate
• LexisNexis information aggregator
• Dow Jones syndicate
• Tribune Media Services syndicate
• Asahi Shimbun and Gannett mobile strategy
• Brightcove video syndication
• Mochila a la carte syndication
• Olive, NewsBank and Tips Datasys archiving
The strategies exercised by these companies
underscore the importance of maximising each
link on the news content value chain, from the
content planning stage, through distribution
and archiving.

NEWSPAPER CONTENT VALUE CHAIN
The structure of the newspaper company
content value chain has not changed much,
despite the significant changes in the media
business. However, the opportunities to derive
more value from content have grown tenfold.
New distribution platforms and development
of new products in print and digital formats are
inspiring new content revenue strategies at
newspaper companies worldwide.

The News Content Value Chain
For multiple channels
Plan for
each media

Reporting

Editing

Source: Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008
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In this volume, we will explore ways to
maximise the value of news and information
content, organised by each link on the content
value chain. Some of the opportunities to
increase value of content include:
1. Planning content: Efficiencies in planning
for integrated media, content management
systems to create transparency and reduce time
for tasks, digital publishing creates more value
for readers
2. Reporting: Efficiencies realised with
multitasking reporters and teams of crosstrained journalists, add journalists with
specialities and citizen journalists

Osterreich TV studio, Vienna

3. Editing: “Continuous News Desks” create
effective breaking news mechanisms on digital
channels, but are produced by print specialists
4. Production: Content management systems
for multiple media create transparent and
efficient publishing on multiple channels and
allow editorial workers to see the status of
stories across channels
5. Publishing: Multimedia workflow makes it
easy to integrate new publishing channels as
they emerge
6. Distribution: Technologies allow for more
efficient distribution in print, while network
distribution of digital content can be monetised
and expanded
7. Syndication: Third-party content
aggregators like Factiva and LexisNexis and
traditional syndication models will be
complemented by companies with an “a la
carte, self-service” model, like Mochila
8. Archiving: Articles can be either a new
revenue stream online, or an offer to entice
new members in a newspaper company loyalty
club

9
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1. The Value of News Content
and News Readers
The consumer determines the real value of
news and information in the 21st Century, and
value can be described as breaking, relevant,
credible, tailored and applicable to readers’
daily lives.
Commoditized news and information is
diminishing in value because it can be found
on scores of digital channels and in multitudes
of newspapers. It is the strategically focused
news company that shifts gears from the “old

way” to the “new way” of producing news
content, meaning it prioritises the production
of targeted or localised information, rather
than news that may be resource-intensive to
collect and publish, but with little or no return
on investment.
While audience members dictate the types of
content they want to consume, and at what
time and on which channel, the crowded media
marketplace is dictating new business models

The Old and New Content Ecosystems
Old content values

New content values

“News judgment” drives content development

Audience focus drives content production

Breaking news in newspaper

Breaking news on digital channels

Mass audience focus

Targeted audience focus

General-interest news and information

Actionable, personally relevant, local news and information

Credibility and brand important

Credibility and brand essential

Commoditised

Specialised

Advertising, circulation business models

Old models, plus digital distribution deals,
a la carte story syndication pricing, digital subscriptions,
network partnerships

Newspaper content distribution

Multiple media content distribution

Source: Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008
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for content. Newspaper companies are
ramping up their strategies to extract more
cash from their content machines, by engaging
in digital distribution deals and content
network partnerships. They are selling stories a
la carte through third party vendors like
Mochila (Chapter 2), and selling content with
digital subscriptions on their Web sites, like
Wall Street Journal Online (later in this chapter).
Newspaper publishers also are protecting the
value of their content by using technologies
that allow them to control how open or shut
their doors are to search engine “spiders.” The
World Association of Newspapers launched
such a protocol, called ACAP, the Automated
Content Access Protocol (Chapter 3).

The value of news content
to readers: Proposition
What is the value proposition of newspaper
companies’ content to readers? A newspaper’s
brand and its corresponding credibility with
audience members are the most powerful
currencies to trade on now and in the future.
As for the content itself, content popularity is
one measure of the value of news content to
print and online readers. Popular columnists
have long created valued content because they
“sell” newspapers. Several news Web sites
publish a “most read” or “most e-mailed”
feature on their sites that showcase stories that
drive the most traffic online, and therefore
contribute more to the acquisition of
advertising support.
Some research has assisted newspaper
companies in the process of content
development. The Hitwise research company
in London tallies traffic into and on newspaper
Web sites in the United Kingdom. The
ongoing research found that in January 2008,
jobs, arts and entertainment, blogs, dating and
sports were the most popular non-news content
accessed on newspaper Web sites.
Another approach to calculating value is to
determine reader satisfaction. The Readership
Institute at Northwestern University near
Chicago launched an ongoing readership
survey in 2001 of 37,000 readers that seeks to
determine newspaper satisfaction among U.S.
readers. The Readership Institute uses the
loyalty research method known as “Net
Promoters,” crafted by Frederick Reichheld in
Harvard Business Review. In essence, the
12

theory prescribes that the more promoters a
company has, the bigger its growth will be.
“The only path to profitable growth may lie in
its company’s ability to get loyal customers to
become, in effect, its marketing department,”
Reichheld stated in a Harvard Business
Review article about the concept.
A typical “net promoters” research question
might be, “How likely is it that you would
recommend (Company X) to a friend or
colleague?” In the case of the Readership
Institute project, researchers asked participants
to rank their preferences of newspaper content
subjects including arts, war, weather,
accidents, health, business, sports, etc.,

5 Sources of Traffic
for UK Newspapers
January 2008 % of traffic sent from each
category to UK newspaper Web sites
Other news
and Media sites
(including other
newspapers)
30.8%

Search engines
28.4%

Entertainment
sites
8.1%
Others,
including RSS
23.5%

Source: Hitwise

E-mail
Services
3.8%

Social networks
and Forums
5.4%

© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

Non-News Content Access
on UK Newspaper Web Sites

Lifestyle
6.4%

Technology
Travel 3.0%
4.8%

Jobs
15.3%

Games
8.6%

Dating
13.7%

Business
and Finance
10.6%

Arts and
Entertainment
12.9%

Sport
12.1%
Blogs, Commentary
and Forums
12.6%
Source: Hitwise

© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008
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in terms of their preferences, and then rank
their satisfaction with the newspapers’ actual
coverage on those topics.

Institute’s newspaper study of 37,000 readers
also focused on experiences and values, and
ultimately, loyalty. Both the online and print
studies determined a variety of common
experiences, including:

The Readership Institute also conducted the
Online User Experience study with the Online
Publishers Association in a 2005 survey and
determined that satisfying content is necessary,
but not sufficient. The study illuminates a
relationship between user experience and
usage, and suggests that site usage can be
increased if certain experiences are offered on
the sites.

• Looks out for people like me
• Regular part of my day
• My personal time out
• A credible, safe place
• Touches me and expands my views
• Makes me smarter
• Turned on by ads
• Easy to use
• Helps and improves me
• Worth saving and sharing
• Makes me feel I belong
• Something to talk about
• Too much
• Worries me
• Annoyed by the ads

The research included 2,000 surveys on views
of 39 sites, including CNN, AZCentral, WSJ,
Epicurious, Gamespot, WebMD, Google
News, LATimes and People, plus 154 personal
interviews. The researchers determined 22
recurring themes, or “experiences” with the
Web sites, explained by the respondents,
including:

These were experiences respondents said were
unique to newspapers:

• The site touches me and expands my views
• Connects me with others
• Worth saving and sharing
• Makes me smarter
• Entertains and absorbs me
• Tailored for me
• Guides me to other media
• A way to fill my time
• My guilty pleasure
• Tries to persuade me

• People I know
• Good service and delivery
• I connect with the writers
• Dining companion
• Awkward to handle
• Drowning in news
Since the Readership Institute began
publishing this research in 2001, hundreds of
newspapers worldwide have shifted their
content strategies to focus product
development on the types of content that

The responses constitute a level of engagement
that translates to loyalty and trust in the news
and information sites. The Readership

Features of America’s Top 100 Newspaper Web Sites, 2006 vs. 2007
%
100
97

95

80

2007

92

2006

88

80

76

67

60

61
51

49
44

40
33

33

31

30

29

20
19

23

22

7

0
RSS

Reporter
Blogs

Source: The Bivings Group

Video

Blog
Comments

Most
Popular

Podcasts

Bookmarking

Comments Registration
on Articles

Blogroll
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Type of Content Searched on Mobile Internet
%
80
70

69
65

60

62

50

51
45

40
30

32

20

20

20

Finance

Other

10
0

Maps /
Directions

Weather

Local
Information

News

Entertainment

Base: U.S. mobile search users age 16+
Source: iCrossing, “How America Searches: Mobile,” April 2007

readers want most, and on the characteristics
of newspaper companies that need more
attention.
Other studies have been conducted to research
popular content on digital channels,
particularly Internet and mobile. The Bivings
Group has tracked major features on news Web
sites since 2006, and shows significant growth
in the number of features important to readers,
such as video, blogs, most popular features,
RSS and comments on articles.
iCrossing conducted a similar study in 2007
in the United States, but for mobile Internet
users, and found that maps, weather, local
information and sports were the most popular
forms of content accessed on the mobile
Internet.

The value of news content
to readers: Price

Sports

© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

finding new digital channels on which to sell
content. Still others are joining consortiums in
order to extract more cash from their content
through wider distribution on advertisingsupported networks.
Consider:
• After the much ballyhooed takeover of Dow
Jones by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation,
the subscription-only Wall Street Journal’s
online edition did not go “free” as anticipated.
Instead, Murdoch reported that although more
consumer-related financial and news would go
free, WSJ.com would remain a dual-revenue
business. An estimated US$115 million in
advertising revenues was made by Dow Jones
in 2007, including about $75 million on
WSJ.com. Meanwhile, an estimated $65

Kotler’s Differentiation
and Pricing

Marketing guru Philip Kotler’s textbook theory
on pricing continues to be an inspiration to
pricing models with newspaper company
content in a crowded marketplace. Among
Kotler’s principles, cost leadership and
differentiating products are the most important
strategies for newspapers in driving more
value for content.
In order to be competitive, some newspaper
companies are re-pricing subscription
structures, optimising syndication deals and
14
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Asahi Shimbun’s 12 Mobile Sites with 1 million Subscribers
Asahi NikkanSports

Price/Month (US$)
0.875

Chiezo

0.875

Asahi Lifeline News
CNN Mobile
Ashi Mobile Station
Nikkan Genino

1.75
2.625
2.625
1.75

World Baseball
Nikkan Horseracing
Asahi Nikkan Melozo
Nikkan Battle

1.75
1.75
0.875/2.625/4.375
1.75

Mobile Car Graphic

2.65

Ashi Otona no Hondana

2.625/4.375/8.75

Contents
General, sports news
and sports results
Present words dictionnary and
database service for articles
Emergency information
Japanese & English CNN news
Streaming video news for 3G
Shobiz and entertainment
news & information
MLB news & information
Horseracing news
Ring tone downloads
K1, PRIDE, boxing, wrestling,
smo-wrestling news & information
Motro news, car photos,
sound & movie
Electric book and comic

Source: Asahi Shimbun

million was made in subscription revenues, up
11 percent over 2006. Analysts say the
increase in advertising revenues caused by
more traffic online would be unlikely to make
up for the loss in subscription revenues for the
foreseeable future. The price of an online-only
subscription will likely rise $20 to $119, while
the bolt-on $49 for online subscription for
print subscribers will remain the same.
• Some newspapers create clever print-online
bundles in order to avoid cannibalisation of the
print product, and deftly increase the traffic on
the Web site or other print product. For
example, PCM Uitgevers in the Netherlands
launched daily newspaper nrc•next in March
2006, targeted to 20- to 39-year-olds. The
paper is sold for €1, while other Dutch
newspapers cost between €1.10 and €1.40.
PCM created an introductory, long-term
subscription plan to attract and promote the
paper to new readers, for example, a four week
trial for nrc•next during weekdays, plus NRC
Handelsblad on Saturdays. The subscription
strategy has worked, stemming the decline in
circulation of Handselsblad, and growing the
circulation of nrc•next from 70,000 in 2006 to
125,000 in 2008.
• In the mobile arena, pricing strategy is
punctuated by content distribution deals with
telecoms. The Asahi Shumbun, for example,
has created 12 distinct mobile content sites and
has more than one million subscribers. Asahi’s
most recently launched site, Asahi Otona no

Main function
Text, photos, mail

Start date
Feb 1999

Text

Aug 2001

Text, mail
Text, mail
Video, text, photo
Text, photo

Oct 2002
Mar 2002
Jun 2002
Apr 2003

Text, photo
Text, photo
Ring tone
Text, photo

Mar 2003
Nov 2001
Dec 2003
Apr 2004

Text, photo, video

Dec 2006

Application for
book reader

Aug 2007

© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

Hondona, a Manga comics and electronic book
site with a variable rate structure of between
US$2.63 and $8.75 per month. The 12 sites
made about $33 million in 2007. Telecoms
including DoCoMo, earn about a 10 percent
commission on the subscription for hosting the
Asahi content.
As various forms of content usage patterns
change, these trends offer opportunities for
content monetization. For example, about 85
percent of mobile subscribers in the UK send
and receive text messages. Meanwhile, the
access of work email is increasing, according
to M:Metrics research. Meanwhile, the next
graphic shows a pattern of increasingly SMS
short code ads in Europe and the United
States, taking advantage of the high volume of
SMS usage.

The Value of Mobile
Content Genres
High
value

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
tones and
••Ring
screensavers

Sports news
Classifieds
Display ads
Weather
Breaking news tips
Breaking news alerts
SMS ads
Letters to the editor
Video news and ads
Games and contests
Comics and puzzles

•
•
•
Low
value

Low
volume

•

High
volume

Source: Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008
© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008
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UK Mobile Subscriber Monthly
Consumption of Content
and Applications
Activity

36,415
12,756

PCT
(%)
84.7
29.7

PCT
Change
0.2
(1.0)

6,433

15.0

0.9

2,847

6.6

(1.5)

2,445

5.7

(4.6)

1,863

4.3

!4.6)

1,742

4.1

(0.7)

1,374
966

3.2
2.2

2.7
(2.9)

Subscribers
(000)

Sent text message
Used photo
messaging
Browsed news
and information
Used personnal
e-mail
Purchased
ringtone
Downloaded
mobile game
Used mobile
instant
messenger
Used work e-mail
Purchased
wallpaper
or screensaver

The Wall Street Journal Online edition, for
example, battles with a host of competitors for
readers, and therefore, advertising dollars.
Online, advertising dollars are determined by
traffic numbers. According to Lehman
Brothers research, Yahoo! Finance drove about
US$160 million to $250 million in ad sales in
2007, while AOL Money & Finance fetched
about $98 million to $150 million and MSN
Money drove about $50 million to $70 million.
Not only are newspaper companies competing
for new visitors, but also for the time spent
with their Web site or mobile sites. Advertising
agencies are also considering the amount of
time spent on a site as an important variable
when buying advertising space.

U.S. Top News Sites
and Time Spent, January 2008

Source: M:Metrics © World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

Brand or
Channel

SMS Short Code Advertising,
by Country, July 2007
Country

Received
SMS ad

France
Germany
Italy
Spain
UK
USA

27,743,916
15,089,753
25,567,895
24,122,581
18,648,786
36,671,828

Percent
subscribers
receiving
SMS ad
62.3
32.5
56.8
75.4
41.4
17.2

Percent
responding
to SMS ad
7.6
5.7
8.0
6.1
9.2
12.0

Source: M:Metrics © World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

The value of news content
to readers: Players
The number of new competitors in the media
marketplace seems to escalate each day. As the
number of news and information outlets grow,
a variety of media companies become more
specialised by publishing niche information. Just
as Asahi Shimbun is publishing on 12 mobile
channels on niche topics like electronic books and
sports, other newspaper companies also create
niche publications in print and digital formats
that compete with similar niche publications.
In the future, Shaping the Future of the
Newspaper predicts that niche news and
information houses will consolidate, and feed
the news to thousands of local and regional
news operations around the world.
16

Yahoo! News
CNN Digital Network
MSNBC Digital Network
AOL News
NYTimes.com
Tribune Newspapers
Gannett Newspapers
ABCNEWS Digital Network
USATODAY.com
Google News
Fox News Digital Network
WorldNow
washingtonpost.com
CBS News Digital Network
McClatchy Newspaper
Network
Hearst Newspapers Digital
Advance Internet
IB Websites
Associated Press

Unique
Audience
(000)
36,074
35,598
35,410
23,732
20,461
13,903
13,470
13,133
12,314
12,029
10,770
10,325
9,902
9,297
8,484

Time per
Person
(mm:ss)
23:58
41:58
30:00
31:12
35:47
12:59
23:41
7:50
13:06
10:00
44:15
13:20
17:31
8:42
11:19

7,901
6,455
6,255
5,785

14:20
13:28
11:54
5:41

Source: Nielsen Online
© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

Co-opetition has become a buzz phrase for
the digital age, referring to the phenomenon
of competition among competitors both
inside the traditional media industry, and
with competitors outside the industry, such
as Google and Yahoo! One such example is
the Yahoo! Newspaper Consortium in the
United States, which includes 634
newspapers accounting for 30 percent of
daily and 37 percent of Sunday circulation
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in the United States, including:
• Atlanta Journal-Constitution
• St. Louis Post-Dispatch
• Dallas Morning News
• San Jose Mercury-News
• Belo Corp.
• Cox Newspapers Inc.
• Hearst Newspapers
• Journal Register Company
• MediaNews Group
• E.W. Scripps Company
• Lee Enterprises Inc.
• New Haven Register
• Memphis Commercial Appeal
• Houston Chronicle

the contribution of local content across the
network and Yahoo!’s online advertising
network with search and display components.
The consortium provides more revenue to
support newspaper companies’ content
generation efforts in print and online.

The value of the news reader
to a newspaper company

The consortium reportedly generates tens of
millions of dollars each year for the group of
newspapers, in exchange for the participation
in the HotJobs recruitment site aggregation,

The value of a newspaper company’s
individual reader – both print and digital – is
growing, especially on Internet and mobile
channels, according to Shaping the Future of
the Newspaper research.
Newspaper reader value, calculated by the
amount of circulation and advertising revenues
per reader, has grown steadily for newspaper

Paid-for Daily Ad Revenue Attracted
per Print Reader, by Country
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readers in Europe and Africa. In the United
States, newspaper reader value for print has
stabilised, but for the Internet sector, the value
has grown significantly. The outlook for
mobile readers is expected to grow over time,
as the channel becomes increasingly monetised
with subscription and advertising revenue.

the potential to outpace the United States in
the future.
Asia, however, is lagging behind other
continents in terms of ad revenue generated
per reader for paid-for dailies. In Japan, the
value is hovering around, but never exceeds,
$100, while in China and India, the value was
$31.6 and $12.8 in 2005, respectively.

Value of newspaper readers
PAID-FOR DAILY CIRCULATION SALES
REVENUE GENERATED PER READER

Paid-for daily circulation sales revenue
generated per reader is calculated by paid-for
daily annual circulation revenue divided by
average circulation. (See appendix)
Generally speaking, European countries have
much higher circulation sales revenue
generated per reader for paid-for dailies. For
example, in 2005, the value of individual print
readers in Europe was more than US$250,
while in Asia and North America, the value
was less than $200.
In most of the countries, the circulation sales
revenue per reader grows at a steady pace.
However, in Japan and the United States, the
value has stabilised. In Japan, the value grew
very little, from $143.8 in 2002 to $163.7 in
2005. In the United States, the value is almost
static; it was $123.8 in 2002 and $126.2 in 2005.
Denmark tops all the countries with the
highest paid-for daily circulation sales revenue
generated per reader. In 2002 it was $346.3,
and increased to $535.4 in 2005, more than
double that in United Kingdom and South
Africa, and even triple the numbers generated
in Japan and the United States.

PAID-FOR DAILY AD REVENUE ATTRACTED

Value of U.S. newspaper readers,
online vs. offline
Online ad revenue attracted per unique visitor
in the United States is calculated by the
newspaper's annual online ad revenue divided
by the newspaper's online unique visitors. (See
appendix)
In the United States, the value of an online
newspaper reader is still lower than that of the
print reader. However, it has been growing at a
steady pace in recent years.
In 2004, the online ad revenue attracted per
unique visitor was US$37.6, and it reached
$53.5 in 2007. That number increases every
year, with a growth rate of around seven to 17
percent.
Regarding the print reader’s value, both ad
revenue and circulation sales revenue per
reader are higher than online ad revenue.
However, offline ad and circulation sales
revenue show a rather static growth rate. Ad
revenue per reader grew less than five percent
annually from 2004 to 2006, while circulation
sales revenue per reader decreased from 2004
to 2006.

U.S. Newspaper Revenues
per Reader, Online vs Offline

PER READER

Paid-for daily ad revenue attracted per reader
is calculated by paid-for daily’s annual ad
revenue divided by average circulation. (See
appendix)
Ad revenue attracted per reader is generally
growing globally.
The United States is taking the lead of the ad
revenue attracted per reader. In 2002 revenue
per reader was US$799.2, and increased to
$890.7 in 2006. In Ireland, however, the value
was only $609.8 in 2003, but grew
aggressively to $891.4 in 2006, giving Ireland
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2. Maximising the Content
Value Chain
Each link on the content value chain offers
an opportunity to create efficiencies and
maximise revenue on content. Some of the

The News Content Value Chain
For multiple channels
Plan for each media
Reporting

Efficiencies
Editing
Production
Publishing

opportunities present a double-edged sword,
offering revenue, but at the cost of autonomy
to the likes of Yahoo or Google; or workflow
efficiency, but at a cost of investment.
Meanwhile, some opportunities represent
“low-hanging fruit,” and can be implemented
with little cost, but with little returns on
investment.
The value chain can be divided into two
distinct value propositions: The editorial and
production portion of the chain can be
optimised with technology and training, while
the distribution and publishing portion of the
chain can be optimised for more revenue
generation.

Efficiencies

Distribution

Revenues
Syndication
Archiving
Source: Shaping the Future of the Newspaper, 2008

The three key areas to achieve workflow and
workforce efficiencies are organisation,
training and technology.
Newspaper companies worldwide have
become multimedia news and information
engines, and the transition from a monomedia
operation to a multimedia operation requires a
19
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new organisational structure, training for
journalists and technology to enable a smooth
workflow across platforms. All of these
elements require monetary investment for
long-term gains in efficiencies.
At Casa Editorial El Tiempo in Bogota, for
example, integrating print, TV and Web
resources and content meant consolidating
duplicative content-generating staffs. Only one
sports, entertainment and news team was
necessary, not three. Each journalist was cross
trained to tell stories across platforms.
Many media companies have adopted an
integrated print and digital workflow that
requires an integrated, multimedia newsroom.
Some examples include Osterreich in Austria,
New York Times and Tampa Tribune in the
United States, Telegraph (pictured) in the
United Kingdom, NordJyske in Denmark, and
many more.

Atex’s Media Desktop for cross-media
publishing

Content management systems are enabling
multiple media news organisations to manage
the complicated, detail-oriented tasks of crossmedia publishing. Editors are able to see a
360-degree view of content available for
publishing on any given subject on a desktop
“dashboard,” as all databases are tied together.
Editors and journalists also can see the status
and progress of a story or package at the touch
of a button, which enables them to plan and
communicate with each other.

Revenue generation

Telegraph newsroom, London

The hub and spoke system, shown in the
Telegraph schematic, provides a center hub
where cross-media decisions are made,
surrounded by a cluster of editors and
journalists key to the converged journalism
mission on a daily basis. Each journalist is
cross-trained on a variety of skills, such as
broadcast speaking for video and audio, as in
the Osterreich example, pictured here.

Osterreich TV studio, Vienna
20

Some links on the content value chain are
under-utilised, and many links at the end of the
chain, particularly distribution and publishing,
hold great potential for newspaper publishers.
Consider:
• Distribution through syndication can produce
significant added revenues.
• Monetisation of video and mobile content are
growing more rapidly than text-based content.
• News agencies such as the Associated Press
and Reuters are changing to meet the needs of
the new content ecosystem.
• The a la carte syndication business model is
gaining momentum, being used by the
Associated Press and Mochila, among others.
• Archiving can be a lucrative business model,
and can provide a value-added service to
engender reader loyalty.
This chapter will explore a variety of
opportunities for newspaper companies to
maximise revenue-making and efficiencies
along the Content Value Chain. Some case
studies include:
• Reuters and Associated Press news agencies
• New York Times syndicate
• LexisNexis information aggregator
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• Wall Street Journal syndicate
• Tribune Media Services syndicate
• Asahi Shimbun and Gannett mobile strategies
• Brightcove video syndication
• Mochila ala carte syndication
• Olive, NewsBank and Tips Datasys archiving

Tribune Media Services
United States
Owner: Tribune Company
Chicago-based Tribune Media Services (TMS)
is the Tribune Company's business unit that
creates, aggregates and distributes news,
information and entertainment content.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
TMS currently distributes on print, online,
television and mobile platforms. TMS
President and CEO David Williams told WAN
that although mobile is “still a little nascent,
we are doing some experimentation,” primarily
with gps-based content, which is tied to the
mobile user's location, such as movie listings.
Additionally, TMS is experimenting with
content that is most fitting for use on mobile
devices, such as top headlines, games and
puzzles and television listings information.

CUSTOMER BASE
Globally, TMS has about 7,000 customers in
about 40 countries, mostly in North and
Central America and Europe. Content going
out to these countries includes news and
features, syndicated stories, graphics, photos
and television content. Most television listings
content is provided for several European
countries, Mexico and North America.

REVENUE MODEL
Although TMS's syndication revenue model
hasn't changed much during its more than 85year history, some of the products offered have
changed. This means that how TMS charges
for content under its revenue model has
evolved to better suit products as they develop.
When TMS sold only to print, the charge for
the content was based on the newspaper's size.
Now, more of the business is in the electronic
market, which means the fee system has had to
adapt to new types of content. TMS charges a
basic fee, plus another charge based on the
number of users.
“Syndication is the core of the business. We do

it once and sell it as much as we can, through
as many types of media as we can,” Williams
said. “As we put content into a lot of the reseller databases, that's all dependent upon how
much of that content they sell to others too.
We've gone from having the licensing fee only,
to the licensing fee and a transactional fee on
top of that.”

SALES MODEL
Syndication is currently done on an a la carte
basis, allowing customers to buy one content
item at a time, or buy an entire package.
NewsCom, TMS's media agency arm, offers a
la carte content from 60 media agencies,
including Agence France-Presse, EFE, Getty,
ZUMA Press and Images.com, to 8,000
customers worldwide.
TMS launched Blender, which sorts content by
metadata, in autumn 2007. Newspaper editors
can use Blender to filter and sort content, so
they can find the single or packaged news
items they want.

CONTENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Williams said he does not think content has
“changed appreciably.” What has changed, he
said, is a focus on making content more
relevant. While a buzzword over the past few
years has been “local content,” Williams said
he thinks that term somewhat misses the mark.
“I think the more appropriate term is
'relevant,'” he said. “It's about 'how can I find
content that is more relevant to readers' lives?'
I think they're trying to find better content.”
National news, on the other hand, is pretty
commoditised, Williams said. “To me, and this
is just my opinion, I think that the content of
the future is going to have to be more about
telling what stories mean than what they are.”
In the future, telling the reader what happened,
the most basic element of the story, will have
to be brief, because of the huge and
continually growing amount of media formats
available, he said.
“I think it's going to change because it's going
to have to be more interpretative,” telling
readers what the story means to them, he said.
“I can get a million commoditised pieces of
news on some national tax change. What I
don't know is how it affects me, or affects this
or that income group. News will have to spend
more time on what it means, and less time on
what happened.”
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“I think there are a lot of opportunities for
newspapers to add relevancy to what they're
doing, and they'll have to radically change,”
Williams said. “The more interpretative stuff
will be most important.”

MOBILE CONTENT
Williams said he thinks mobile content must
have the right application to be valuable.
“I don't think people are going to be reading
stories on a phone,” he said. Instead, the magic
of mobile is that it is a tool that can be used to
make content valuable in a certain place. Will
people want to use mobiles to read long
stories? Most of the time, no, Williams said.
Mobiles are instead most useful for highlights,
headlines, up-to-the-minute information,
games and puzzles, he said.
“Anything you can do that's geographically
based will be the one that wins the day,
whether that be an event, movie, restaurant or
entertainment venue,” Williams said.
Transactions that can be done over the phone
will also become increasingly popular, and
content accessed on mobile will work
especially well in urban markets where people
take public transportation, he said.

LexisNexis
Based in the United States
Owner: Reed Elsevier PLC and Reed
Elsevier NV
Information services giant LexisNexis is a
global provider of information solutions to
fields such as academic, accounting,
corporate, government, law enforcement, legal
and risk and compliance assessment.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
LexisNexis primarily distributes on secure
Web sites, mobile devices, print and e-mail.

CUSTOMER BASE
Owned by twin parent organisations based in
London (Reed Elsevier PLC) and Amsterdam
(Reed Elsevier NV), the New York City-based
LexisNexis has four million customers in more
than 100 countries.

REVENUE MODEL
LexisNexis offers its information services on
both a subscription and pay-per-use basis.
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The company also offers its Total Solutions
product, in which customers can choose
service combinations to fit their own needs and
existing workflow.
“The model has been adapted and expanded
over time to ensure LexisNexis is constantly
meeting customers’ needs,” LexisNexis said in
a statement to WAN. This means the service
aims to offer customers:
• Access to more sources and content that is
not widely available on the Internet, such as
public records, litigation content, industry
reports, executive names and titles and
extensive archives.
• A better way to interpret content. In
December 2006, Datops, which provides
analytical solutions for corporations, financial
services and public sector organisations, joined
the LexisNexis group of companies to aid
customers in spotting emerging market trends,
anticipating financial portfolio risks and
maximising research and development.
• Delivering content to customers in the
fastest, easiest way possible by using tools
LexisNexis has developed, such as its
SmartIndexing Technology, “so they don't
have to read through thousands of irrelevant
documents,” the company said in a statement.

SALES MODEL
Currently, LexisNexis offers content on a
subscription and pay-per-use basis.
“We are always evaluating our business model,
but currently we do not offer an a la carte
product,” LexisNexis said in a statement to WAN.
In an investor seminar presented in November
2007, LexisNexis revealed 2006 revenue
reached US$2.9 billion. Forty-nine percent of
revenues came from online, 31 percent from
print and 20 percent from solutions. When
divided by markets, U.S. legal markets
accounted for 41 percent of the revenue, while
“corporate and public markets” accounted for
31 percent and 28 percent of total revenue
came from “international” revenues.

CONTENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
LexisNexis offers more than five billion
searchable documents, including news and
business information, legal documents and
public records. Content covers more than 43
million companies and more than 58 million
executives.
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Many of the documents LexisNexis provides
are not available online, such as litigation
content, industry reports, public records,
executive names and titles, interpretive data,
decisions and market facts and figures. The
content and analytics LexisNexis provides is
specifically tailored to be integrated into
customers' workflow.
“It is our mission to become the pre-eminent
source for easy-to-find answers, delivered
anywhere,” however, the company's biggest
challenge has always centered around search
and accuracy, LexisNexis said in a statement.

alerts, from 209 countries around the world,
published in 18 languages.
• Information on 38,000 companies worldwide.

CUSTOMER BASE
Worldwide, there are 370,000 end users,
mostly in the financial sector. Reuters’ Media
division, including Reuters traditional
wholesale agency business, serves the world's
newspapers, television and cable networks,
radio stations, Web sites and consumers.

REVENUE MODELS

“Credibility in content is still vitally important.
Accordingly, ensuring that content is generated
by credible, reputable sources will be of value
to companies and individuals using that
information to make strategic decisions,”
LexisNexis stated.

Reuters relies heavily on monthly licensing
fees with publishers, but increasingly, are
experimenting with new revenue models like
revenue sharing with media companies, and
advertising sales. For example, a year ago,
Reuters forged an agreement with the
International Herald Tribune to provide
business content in exchanged for shared
advertising revenues. Reuters hopes to make
more agreements with publishers in a similar
vein, according to Rosalina Thomas, vice
president of media in the Americas. Media
sales represent 10 percent of Reuters business,
while 90 percent of the business is
concentrated in providing news and
information to the financial sector. In the past
five years, Reuters has been experimenting
with a direct-to-consumer content strategy
online, which is advertising supported.

MOBILE CONTENT

SALES MODELS

LexisNexis content is available on mobile
devices through LexisNexis Publisher via
Blackberry and LexisNexis Dossier.

Reuters sells content via subscriptions or
licensing, and also on an a la carte basis on
Mochila syndication. “On Mochila we can
capture the long tail of customers. It doesn’t
make sense to get the full Reuters package for
some,” said Thomas.

“Finding exactly what you are looking for –
and knowing it is credible and accurate –
remains a challenge,” LexisNexis stated.
“Accordingly, the value LexisNexis brings is
that we allow customers to quickly obtain
critical information that is up-to-date, sourced
from all over the world, and delivered the way
you need it.”
In this same vein, the company sees credibility
of content remaining central to the value of
news content in the future.

Reuters Group Plc
United Kingdom
London-based Reuters distributes hundreds of
thousands of reports per year in text, video,
graphics and audio formats to 370,000 endusers worldwide, and thousands of newspaper
company subscribers.

MOBILE CONTENT
Reuters Mobile in the United States provides
Reuters business and world news in text and
video. Reuters sells advertising across its U.S.
network, and sells advertising across their
digital platforms.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
• Reuters is a multimedia agency publishing
across platforms with 17,500 staff in 94
countries, including 2,400 editorial staff in 196
bureaus serving about 131 countries.
• In 2006, Reuters filed more than two and a
half million news items, including 656,500

Associated Press
United States
The New York-based Associated Press is a
news and information cooperative owned by
1,500 U.S. newspapers. The news agency
aggregates and distributes multiple media
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news, information and entertainment content
to about half the world's population, according
to the AP.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
The AP sells a selection of text, photo, audio
and video reports to a variety of international
media, including newspapers, radio and TV
stations and commercial online operations,
both AP-designated desktops (the Information
Services business) and open Web sites (the
Digital business). The content sales business
subsidises the substantial news gathering
operation, worldwide, with 4,100 employees in
243 bureaus in 97 countries, including 3,000
journalists.

CUSTOMER BASE
1,500 newspaper owners in the United States,
and thousands of media house customers in
121 countries worldwide.

REVENUE MODEL
The AP charges membership fees to its 1,500
members based on circulation. Starting in
January 2009, the AP will change its members’
cost structure in a new programme called
Member Choice, by offering basic AP state,
national and international breaking news as
part of the standard assessment, and charging
for premium content in video and online
channels. Using the AP Exchange a la carte
service, members will be able to buy single
content items in the areas of news analysis,
business, sports, entertainment and lifestyles,
rather than buying the entire premium sports
service, for example. The “Member Choice”
programme also makes available all breaking
news across the globe to members. This
enables members to localise global stories, for
example, about international companies that
have an impact on their market.

SALES MODEL
The Web-based AP Exchange sells text, photo,
video, graphics and sound news and
information on an a la carte basis.

CONTENT NOW AND THE FUTURE
The AP is a not-for-profit, and its strategy is
focused on the needs and challenges of its
1,500 members. One such challenge is the
decline in revenues at newspaper across the
United States. The AP is addressing the issue
by finding new ways to monetise content and
improve its visibility on the Web.
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Jim Kennedy, vice president for strategic
planning at the AP, is working on the
development of improved visibility and search
engine “surfacing” of AP content, in order to
make the content more valuable for advertising
purposes.
“We must face up to how do we harness the
potential, and how do we do it to confront
(the) issue of revenue compression. We think
one way to confront the issue is by organising
news to enable people to discover the news in
a more timely and organised way. We also
want to think through more advertising
supported models,” Kennedy told WAN.
The AP has constructed a tagging scheme
across the content network to make it easier to
find and categorise targeted content. The AP
consolidated its news databases and
distribution system to one system to enable
better tagging and search for vertical
categories around the world. The new scheme
will allow the AP to monetise the content
packages as well. The company used
Schemalogic, based near Seattle, United
States.
“We want to be able to improve search and get
people who really want to go there…That will
make the advertising end point more valuable.
We also want to see more linkage, so readers
stay put on the site, and create a way for them
to go to other places on the site to create more
engagement, more links around the network,”
said the AP’s chief technology officer.

The New York Times Syndicate and
The New York Times News Service
United States
Owned by the New York Times Co.
New York-based syndicates owned by The New
York Times Co. distribute news, information
and entertainment content to thousands of
customers each day.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
The New York Times Syndicate: The syndicate
distributes 70 columns, plus features like
crosswords and The New York Times Book
Review, plus news from The New York Times
and other sources to 2,000 clients per day.
The New York Times News Service: The
service distributes more than 300 articles daily
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from 11 partner news organisations to more
than 600 clients in 50 countries. The service
includes content from the daily wire,
columnists, magazine wire and The New
York Times photos and graphics.

REVENUE MODELS
The services use both syndication and
licensing revenue models. In some cases,
content is sold as a single unit. With the
licensing model, the Syndicate publishes
magazines like the Economist, and pays a fee
to the magazine for distribution rights. In
some cases like distributing Harvard
Business Review, portions of the magazine
are syndicated.

CONTENT NOW AND THE FUTURE
Spot news and op-ed pieces are among the
most popular content genres published by
clients. According to The New York Times
research of usage patterns, the faster the spot
news moves to clients, the more likely the
content will be used, according to Laurence
“Lad” Paul, executive editor of The New
York Times News Service and The New York
Times Syndicate. The syndicate is working to
move news items faster in order to be more
valuable to members.
U.S. newspapers are feeling the revenue
squeeze, and the impact on The New York
Times syndicate and news service has been
palpable. Meanwhile, international business
has been robust, Paul said.
“It’s undeniable that we’re seeing the same
trends that the print newspaper industry sees,
domestically, American editors are looking
inward a lot more. The economic pressure on
papers is really beginning to create resistance
to what we do. Balancing that, there is still,
the top editors, a passion for responsible
journalism, they know in their heart is to
bring their readers a broader view of the
world. The challenge is how they do that
with a shrinking news hole,” Paul said.
In order to address these issues, and the
increasing appetite for Web-based journalism
and shorter-form journalism, Paul said the
Syndicate and the Service are offering an
expanded array of multimedia journalism,
and also, a variety of “cuts,” or lengths of
stories, to satisfy a wider array of editors’
needs.

Mochila
United States
New York-based Mochila syndicates content
from 2,500 publishers worldwide using the a la
carte model.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Mochila delivers text, video and photos on an
a la carte basis via a browser-based Web site.

CUSTOMER BASE
Publishers provide content, while content
purchasers include editors, librarians and
researchers. Media groups include Reuters, the
Associated Press, Los Angeles TimesWashington Post News Service, MediaNews
Group, Metro International, Motor News
Media Corporation, MSNBC.com, GateHouse
Media, Greenspun Media Group, dpa Deutsche Presse-Agentur GmbH, Freedom
Communications, Inc., Agencia de noticias El
Universal, Russian News & Information
Agency RIA Novosti, and more.

REVENUE MODELS
Mochila offers a variety of revenue models to
publishers, including advertising revenue,
content revenue sharing and content
acquisition. Publishers can acquire and
syndicate content for free and earn a
percentage of the ad revenue associated with
the content. The ad revenue is a three-way split
between Mochila (30 percent), the content
republishers (30 percent) and the content
provider (40 percent). Alternatively, users can
purchase articles and photos a la carte, and
print publishers can license content a la carte.

SALES MODEL
The fee structure is based on price per word, and
is set by the publisher. Factors like publishing
frequency and circulation play into the price.

CONTENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Keith McAllister, chief executive officer of
Mochila, said he believes that the future of
content is through distributed media, that is,
beyond the traditional publishing parameters
and through digital networks. Internet, mobile
and future platforms offer an infinite
opportunity to expand revenue opportunities
for content, he told WAN. A la carte content is
also the way of the future, offering consumers
or editors access to specific news and
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information without having to become
members of content networks like the
Associated Press or LexisNexis, he said.
“We are part of this new ecosystem of
openness; we provide a platform, we allow
you to choose as an advertiser, content
provider or publisher. You need a new process,
an open process to sell content. You’re not only
creating it for your containers, of print and
online, but for an open standard,” said
Benjamin Chen, Mochila chairman and chief
technology officer. “If you put content into a
new format, like xml, you can put it into a new
place to be stored. Then make it findable, you
have to have search, you have to apply
entitlement rules and filters.”

Publishers’ strategies:
Mobile publishing and archiving
MOBILE STRATEGIES

typically driven by content distribution deals
with telecoms. The Asahi Shimbun, for
example, has created 12 distinct mobile
content sites and has more than 1 million
subscribers. Asahi’s most recently launched
site, Asahi Otona no Hondona, a Manga
comics and electronic book site with a variable
rate structure of between US$2.63 and $8.75
per month. Asahi’s digital operation, including
mobile, made about $33 million in 2007.
Telecoms including DoCoMo, earn about a 10
percent commission on the subscription for
hosting the Asahi content.
Among the mobile sites is Asahi-Nikkansports,
the most established, launched in 1999. It
publishes about 170 articles a day, plus photos
and text messaging, and costs about US$0.87
per month. Asahi Mobile Station provides nine
15-second streaming video clips for 3G
phones, plus five photos, per day, for a $2.62
per month fee. Nikkan Geino is a Hollywoodstyle entertainment site, with text and photos,
and costs $1.75 per month.

Asahi Shimbun
Japan,
and Gannett Company, United States

Gannett Company, Inc.

Tokyo-based Asahi Shimbun and Washington,
D.C.,-based Gannett Company are making
money with their mobile strategies
Asahi Shimbun, the second largest newspaper
company in Japan, with a combined morning
and afternoon circulation of 12 million, is
making millions of dollars on its mobile
strategy. The mobile content pricing strategy is

United States
Gannett, including USA Today, launched its
mobile content and advertising network among
its 100+ newspaper and TV station properties
across the United States in 2007. The mobile
content and ad network includes Mobile Web,
SMS, advertising and promotion components.
Gannett's mobile business was launched in

Asahi Mobile Phone Content Selection

iMenu
Message
Bookmark
iMode request
Flame memo
Internet

My menu
Menu search
Weekly guide
Valuable menu
Auction
iArea

Search
Weather
News
Business
Banking
iArea

Mainichi
Asahi
Nikkei
Sankei
Yomiuri

Billing system:
• Phone bill charged for mobile content usage
• Telecoms get about 10 percent commission
Example, Asahi Nissansports costs about $0.87 per month,
and Docomo gets about US$0.08, or about 9 percent, from the transaction.
Source: Asahi Shimbun
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1997 with news alerts and sports scores, but as
years progressed, the service began being used
for advertising and promotions as well. A
reported one percent of Gannett’s digital
revenues are being made with mobile, but with
a growth trajectory that surpasses Internet
revenues.

Olive Software, U.S.-based NewsBank and
India-based Tips Datasys provide archive
software and services that assist newspapers in
monetising their archives.

One component is to cross promote from
newspapers and TV broadcasts more
information found on mobile handsets, as with
this USA Today sports cross-promotion.

The Scotsman archive

TEXT MESSAGE ADVERTISING FOR
GANNETT
Display and text message advertising also is a
growing business through the Gannett mobile
network. This Chevrolet display and text message
campaign was successful for the company.

Customer base
Newspaper readers, researchers, librarians,
students and investors, etc.

Revenue model
Subscriptions by the article, day, week, month
or year. Some newspaper companies offer free
archive access as an added value to customers,
as a part of a loyalty strategy.

The network of mobile sites for all 100+
markets includes advertising, local and
breaking news, mobile search, video, mapping
and custom short code keywords to support
on-air and in print marketing.

ARCHIVING CONTENT
By digitising current and microfiche content,
newspapers can monetise content by the
individual article, and can categorise topics of
content for those readers who just want
targeted content like sports team or
investment-specific information. Israel-based

Another revenue model is the sponsorship of
the high-traffic archives. At the Oklahoman
newspaper, the NewsOK.com archive site is
sponsored by Devon Energy for US$200,000
per year, according to Olive Software.
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Archiving Pricing Examples
Publication

Years in archive

1 day

1 month

1 year

ChicagoTribune.com

150 years

$9.95

$39.95

$359.95

TampaTribune.com

13 years

$8.95

$49.95

$249.95

Scotsman.co.uk

190 years

US$16.30
7.95 GBP

$81.91
39.95 GBP

$327.95
159.95 GBP

Sydney Morning Herald SMH.au

35

US$13.15
AU$15

$35.07
AU$40

US$346.38
AU$395

Source: : Newspaper archive Web sites

SALES MODE
Archiving software companies offer two
business models to newspaper companies:
Revenue sharing for archives in return for the
cost of set-up, or an up front fee to set up the
service.
http://www.newsbankmediaservices.com/publi
shers/
http://www.tipsdatasys.com/
http://www.olivesoftware.com/solutions/publis
hers.asp

Making the most of video
Brightcove
United States
Privately held
Brightcove is an on-demand software platform
media owners use to manage, programme,
publish and distribute video on their Web sites.
The software platform integrates with
advertising servers and networks to help
content owners monetise video distribution
with online advertising.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Newspapers of all sizes use Brightcove to
launch video operations on their Web sites, and
reach out to audiences beyond their online
properties through syndication, clip sharing,
viral promotion and surfacing video content
via search engines and video portals resulting
from consumer search behaviour, Brightcove
told WAN in a statement. Syndicating news
video programming to third-party affiliate Web
sites and clip sharing and promotion through
social networking and blog sites translates to
expanded distribution and audience reach for
news content. A further reach and wider
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audience means new revenue opportunities for
newspapers, and enables sales operations to
include online video advertising alongside
print, online, mobile and other ad revenue
streams.

CUSTOMER BASE
Hundreds of major media brands around the
globe use Brightcove, based in Cambridge,
Mass. Newspaper customers using
Brightcove's ad-supported Internet video
platform in Europe include Telegraph Media
Group, Guardian News & Media, Gruner +
Jahr. U.S. customers include The New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post,
Hearst Newspapers and Freedom Interactive.
Brightcove plans further expansion in Asia, the
company told WAN.
In August 2007, Telegraph Media Group
became the latest newspaper publisher to
partner with Brightcove to launch adsupported video channels.
Edward Roussel, digital editor of TMG, told
WAN that Brightcove was chosen because of
the platform's good content management
system, which makes videos easy to load and
play; the viral nature of the product, which
makes the player easily distributed online, and
because Brightcove “is constantly developing
and improving the product” with the TMG
team.
The Telegraph's Web site, Telegraph.co.uk,
features a section called Telegraph TV,
powered by Brightcove's platform. In that
section, users can choose videos in
subsections, such as News, Sport, Business,
Arts & Entertainment, Lifestyle and On This
Day. Thumbnails of videos available in each
section appear on the right, and users can click
on a thumbnail to bring the video up in the
large screen to the left.
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REVENUE MODEL
Customers pay a software license fee, which
includes bandwidth for distribution.

GROWING VIDEO CONTENT
Brightcove was founded in March 2004, and
its platform was commercially available
beginning in 2005, when news organisations
were still in the early stages of experimenting
with online video. Currently, the Brightcove
platform reaches more than 130 million
monthly unique users.

content distributed online by organisations
such as newspapers. The editorial and brand
trust captured by this video content are
attributes not easily commoditised.”
Brightcove is looking at opportunities in
mobile, “but we just have not seen demand for
it from our customer base, nor have we seen
widespread consumer adoption. As these
demands and significant market trends emerge,
we will prioritise mobile. Until then, we will
be focused where the largest market
opportunities are, which we believe is on the
open Internet,” the company told WAN in a
statement.

The Wall Street Journal Interactive
Edition and The Wall Street Journal
Office Media Network
United States
Owner: Dow Jones & Company,
a subsidiary of News Corporation
Telegraph TV on Telegraph.co.uk

“In the space of a few short years, Internet
video has exploded and become a serious,
bottom line business for newspapers. While
consumer-generated media and clip sharing at
YouTube has captured a lot of attention, some
of the fastest growing categories of online
video content are professional, commercial
media content published by news
organisations,” Brightcove said in a statement
to WAN.
“While video has become ubiquitous on the
Web, the value distribution of this content
weighs heavily in favour of professional
media. In other words, quality online video
content that commands significant advertising
dollars tends to be the professional video

The Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition is a
hybrid newspaper Web site, made up of
subscription and free content. The Wall Street
Journal Office Media Network delivers that
up-to-the-minute online content, both paid and
free, combined with advertising and building
messaging, on high-definition LCD flat screens
in high-profile office buildings across the
United States.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
The Wall Street Journal Interactive edition is
currently available on all types of electronic
platforms, including the online edition, mobile
Internet, video, e-books, podcasts for mp3
players, text message alerts and on WSJ Office
Media Network screens in office buildings,
Richard Trumble, business development
director at WSJ Interactive, told WAN.
“Our goals are to be anywhere and everywhere
our customers want us to be,” Trumble said,
adding that WSJ Interactive is always looking
for ways to better develop content delivery on
for all electronic platforms.

The Brightcove publishing console

The Wall Street Journal Digital Network
delivers content from four Dow Jones
consumer media services: The Wall Street
Journal Online, Barron's Online, MarketWatch
and AllThingsDigital. An e-mail alert system
is in place to redistribute content around the
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The Wall Street
Journal Office
Media Network
is series of video
screens in
business office
centers, like this
one in Chicago.

company for free. The e-mail blast goes out to
staffers when a reporter breaks a story, and the
body of the story is contained in the e-mail,
Ashley Huston, senior manager of public
relations at Dow Jones, told WAN.

DISTRIBUTION VIA WSJ OFFICE MEDIA
NETWORK
Launched in June 2006, the Wall Street Journal
Office Media Network is one of the latest and
fastest-growing channels on which parent company
Dow Jones distributes both subscription and
free Wall Street Journal content.
The network is located in the lobbies and
elevators of 115 prime office buildings in 14
major markets in the United States. It has
grown to more than 600,000 daily viewers, just
over a year and a half after its launch.
Currently, buildings have signed up, but not
yet installed, the network. Once all those
signed have installed the network, an
additional 250,000 new viewers will be added
to the current audience, Jim Harris, chief
executive officer of WSJ Office Media
Network, told WAN.
“It is the fastest growing network of its kind, in
the history of the industry,” Harris said. “The
out-of-home video advertising segment is
growing at a rate of 25 percent year-over-year,
while The WSJ Office Network footprint will
nearly double in 2008, reaching an estimated
2.8 million viewers per month.

REVENUE MODEL
Wall Street Journal content is generally
syndicated through licensing, although due to
having a variety of distribution partners, the
30

specifics of the model vary depending on the
partner, Trumble said.

Sites the network is located
in across the United States
include:ng others:
• Atlanta: 270 Peachtree
• Boston: 99 Summer Street
• Chicago: Chicago Board of Trade
• Chicago: 200 N. LaSalle
• Dallas: Thanksgiving Tower
• Jersey City, NJ: 101 Hudson
• Los Angeles: 601 S. Figueroa Street
• New York: 11 Madison Avenue
• Philadelphia: 1600 Market Street
• Philadelphia: 1735 Market Street
• San Francisco: Post Montgomery
• Washington, DC: 1200 K Street

The WSJ Office Media Network’s
monthly audience is comparable
to the monthly readership of
Forbes, Fortune or BusinessWeek:
• 93 percent of tenants and visitors watch
the WSJ Office Media Network each day
and each viewer engages with the service
for more than 3.3 minutes per day (Source:
Arbitron)
• 88 percent of viewers feel that the news
and information provided through theWSJ
Office Media Network is useful and relevant
to them.
Source: WSJ Office Media Network
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The revenue model for WSJ Office Media
Network, however, generally relies on
advertising. Sales forces at the Wall Street
Journal and Office Media Network sell the
advertising. Those advertisements are worked
into broader packages as well, with WSJ ad
teams creating packages for print, online,
mobile, office media and other platforms,
Trumble said.
“It's an exciting way to reach that mix – it
reaches business people during the work day,
when otherwise it's hard to reach them. We're
able to reach a very attractive demographic to
our advertisers,” he said.
Additionally, the WSJ Office Media Network
has created another revenue source by selling
lobby-based demonstration events to marketers
who want to reach and interact with the
affluent, at-work audience who see the
network screens each day. The network's
revenue model, made up of advertising and
lobby marketing events, has been consistent
since it was founded, Harris said.

and location it’s experienced, and as the
exclusive home of the Wall Street Journal in
the public areas of office buildings, it provides
content of unique and valuable quality to its
audience of businesspeople.”
Trumble said he thinks the value of content in
the future will be determined by the value of
the brand that content is delivered under.
Quality content determines a brand's value,
which in turn determines the value of content.
“The trust readers have in that brand, and the
insight and analysis that we bring to
information, and its usefulness to the audience
(determines value),” he said. “That's how you
create a valuable proposition.”

CONTENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Content displayed on Office Media Network
screens comes from both the free side on
WSJ.com and from behind the paid wall, and
is updated continuously throughout the
business day with the latest news, Harris said.
The content is comprised of:
• Journal News Briefs, which come from all
four sections of the newspaper: What's News,
Marketplace, Money & Investing and Personal
Journal or Weekend Journal. Each brief lasts
15 seconds.
• Property Communication: Property owners
and managers can directly communicate
customised building-related messages
(construction notices, marketing of available
space, welcoming new tenants, etc.) to tenants
in real-time, via 15-second rotating screens.
An additional supplemental security message
system allows building management to
override all programming in case of
emergency.
• Other information, such as market
summaries, local weather forecast, advertising
and scrolling business news headlines.
“Quality of content and presentation are key,”
Harris said. “The Wall Street Journal Office
Network is engineered to deliver the optimal
viewer and advertiser experience for the time
31
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3. Automated Content Access
Protocol – and why it matters
By Mark Bide, Project Director, ACAP 1

The background to ACAP
During the last decade, publishers have
become increasingly concerned. While many
have welcomed the potential of the World
Wide Web as a medium for distribution of their
content, enabling them to reach a much wider,
global audience, some trends have emerged
which have been much less straightforward.
One trend has been the growth of aggregators
in the market place, some of whom have taken
advantage of the lack of physical protection of
content on the network to build businesses
which depend on value created by others. The
most notable among these have been the
search engines – but they have by no means
been alone.
Publishers’ attitudes toward search engines are
inevitably somewhat equivocal. While many
welcome the online traffic that is directed to
their sites by the major search services, there is
also dismay about business models which
seem to depend for a significant part of their

value on premium content created as a result
of significant investment made by publishers –
but where the publishers themselves make
little or no return.
This is not the place for an extended
discussion of the “Fair Use” doctrine – or of
the differences between U.S. and European
copyright laws. But it is clear that many
commercial publishers, if not all, believe that
search engines' use of their content is anything
but “fair.” This imbalance is resulting in
business-to-business relationships that should
be perfectly well-ordered, but instead have
been increasingly characterised by lawsuits,
acrimony and mistrust on all sides.
It was against this background that an
extraordinary grouping of publishers came
together in Paris in January 2006. Although
this meeting was instigated by the World
Association of Newspapers, it successfully
brought together global, European and national
trade associations representing all sectors of
publishing – newspapers and magazines,
1

mark.bide@rightscom.com
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books and journals – to discuss what was by
then being called “the search engine problem.”
And while it was clear to everyone coming
into the meeting that “something must be
done,” what was perhaps less immediately
clear was what “something” should be.
By the end of the meeting, however, a
consensus had been reached about at least one
element of the solution – there was something
missing in terms of the ability of publishers to
communicate their policies with respect to the
way that they wanted their content used. That
gap needed to be filled.
Certainly, publishers could (and do) spend a
lot of money on lawyers creating “terms and
conditions” statements for their Web sites,
often running to many thousands of words. But
who can read them and understand them?
Certainly few ordinary users ever consult
them.

and indexed 2 – and then presented to users
through a common interface.
The task that the major search engines set for
themselves – that of indexing (so far as this is
possible) the whole of the open Web – is a
colossal one, and one that can only be
achieved through automation. When you are
copying and indexing billions of pages, effort
must be measured in tiny fractions of seconds
– there is really no opportunity to stop and
consult thousands of words of legal jargon, a
task that at present cannot be undertaken
automatically.
A mechanism was required to communicate at
the computer-to-computer level each
individual publisher’s policies with respect to
their content that they own and control – and
make available online.
So the first seeds of ACAP were sown.

And the search engines and other aggregators?
These businesses are dependent on technical
rather than human methods for understanding
the content they encounter on Web sites. Their
“crawlers” or “spiders” or “bots” (the terms
are used pretty interchangeably – we’ll use
“crawlers” for present purposes) roam the
Internet, following links from one site to
another, looking for content that can be copied

“Crawling” does not seem quite so innocuous when the
complete process is fully understood. The crawling
process begins with the making of a complete copy of the
content on the server of the aggregator – an essential
precursor to indexing and displaying the content. Search
engines hold multiple copies of the content which they
index, in different formats (including full cached copies
of the original Web pages).
2

A brief excerpt from a set of “terms and conditions” which are typical
of those published on every publisher’s Web site –
but who was the last person to read them?
1.

All material on the Websites and any material sent to you by e- mail or any other form from the Websites (the
"content") or in any way relating to the Websites belongs to our licensors or us. You may retrieve and display
content from the Websites on the Electronic Device on which you first accessed it or downloaded it, print a single
copy of individual pages on paper and store such pages for caching purposes only, all for your personal and non
commercial use alone.

2.

We, or our licensors, own the copyright and all other intelle ctual property rights associated with the content, save
where otherwise stated.

3.

You may not do any of the following without prior written permission from us:
• reproduce the content (other than allowed under this Acceptable Use Policy), or modify or in any way
commercially exploit any of the content;
• redistribute any of the content (including using it as part of any library, archive or similar service);
• remove the copyright or trade mark notice(s) from any copies of content made in accordance with these
Terms and Conditions;
• create a database in electronic or structured manual form by systematically downloading and storing all
and any of the content..

4.

5.

You acknowledge that we own the Trade Marks and that you may not use any of them without our prior written
permission. Other product and company names and logos mentioned ordisplayed in the Websites may be the trade
marks, service marks or trading names of third parties.
In accessing the Websites, or any one of them, you agree not to:
• impersonate another person or use a false name or a name you are unauthorised to use or create a false
identity or e-mail address or try to mislead others as to the identity or origin of any communications;
• modify, access or make available data stored on a computer device which you have accessed through our
network (unless otherwise permitted by the Website or these Terms and Conditions);
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The robots exclusion protocol
There is an existing protocol which has been
used to give Web publishers some very limited
control over the use of their content by
crawlers, the “robots exclusion protocol”
(REP), which traces its origins to 1994, a time
when the Web was in its infancy. Remember,
this was the time when it was still possible to
argue with great earnestness about whether the
Internet should ever be used for “commercial
purposes,” when any form of advertising was
likely to be met by a barrage of “flaming.”
REP was devised at a time when search and
online publishing were both extremely
unsophisticated, and where the real problem
was not management of intellectual property,
but management of something that was still a
real challenge in those days – bandwidth and
other elements of technical capacity. The
publishers of online content had a serious
problem with the very narrow pipes through
which their content must flow to users; if all
the capacity was being used by automated
crawling processes, then how could ordinary
human users get timely access to the content?
REP provided a mechanism for controlling the
behaviour of crawlers, stopping them from
hogging the bandwidth.
However, from a publisher’s point of view,
these mechanisms for expressing policies had
become entirely inadequate for the more
sophisticated online world of 2006.
Essentially, publishers were given only a
binary choice by the search engines: either
allow your content to be copied, indexed and
used in any way we like, or don’t allow us in at
all. It was as simple as that. No conditionality,
no parameters and none of the mechanisms
publishers would normally expect to apply to
the permissions they give to other businesses
that want to reuse their content.3
In fairness, it is possible to be a bit more
sophisticated than this, but there are other
problems with REP. First, REP is not a
maintained standard, it is a draft proposal. It
has been extended in a number of proprietary
ways, but these extensions are not uniformly
implemented, even by the major search
engines. There are considerable ambiguities in
the draft, which have led to substantive
variances in implementation between different
crawler operators.
With respect to seeking permission for

crawling, indexing and then ultimately
building businesses on the content they copy
from other people’s Web sites, the crawler
operators make two essential claims.
The first claim is that it is not possible in a
world measured in billions of pages for
individual permissions to be sought from site
owners using traditional method of individual
negotiation. No one can realistically quarrel
with this. Automated, machine-to-machine
communication is essential to the management
of the myriad of permission transactions
required.
The second claim is that such a mechanism
already exists in the (current) Robots
Exclusion Protocol. This claim is at best only
half true. REP is extremely unsophisticated
and entirely inadequate to the task which is
now before it (for which it was never designed
in the first place). It is inconsistently
implemented, has no formal mechanism for
extension and has become something of a freefor-all.
The time for change is long overdue.

The ACAP Pilot Project
It was against this background that the ACAP
Pilot Project was launched at the Frankfurt
Book Fair in October 2006. The project itself
started in January of 2007, and was designed
to last for 12 months.
Its purpose was to define a framework for
expressing online permissions that would be
flexible and extensible, indeed, ready for a
future that we cannot know. But as well as this
overall framework, we would also take a set of
specific Use Cases, which would be provided
by publishers and match real business
requirements. These cases would be taken
through a process of elaboration and technical
implementation, leading to a “proof of
concept” pilot which would demonstrate to
everyone concerned that our proposal would
be something that is entirely realistic to
implement.
3
A Web site which conducts research relating to the
robots exclusion protocol http://botseer.ist.psu.edu/ claims
to have identified nearly 9000 different crawler names in
2006, and hundreds of thousands of instances where
crawlers have ignored REP. Do you know who is crawling
your Web site? And disobeying even the simple
instructions you can give using REP?
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Nine publishers from around the world joined
the project as participants in the technical
work. The project was supported and funded
by three major trade groups: the World
Association of Newspapers,4 the International
Publishers Association5 and the European
Publishers Council.6 As in every aspect of
ACAP, these trade groupings and individual
publishing companies 7 represented an
extraordinary diversity of publishing sectors
and geography.
This was an issue that, uniquely in my
experience as a publisher for more than 35
years, united every part of the publishing
industry. It quickly gained traction elsewhere
too – a glance at the list of ACAP members 8
shows an extraordinary diversity of interest:
publishers and publishing trade associations
certainly, but a wide group of other
stakeholders too, including the UK’s Office of
Public Sector Information and representatives
of the audio-visual and music sectors. Even the
World Blind Union has shown an active
interest.
One of the first organisations to sign up as a
full participant was the British Library.9 The
Library has some very specific requirements
for publishers to be able to express
permissions relating to content which it plans
to harvest from the UK Internet domain as part
of its core mission of preserving the UK’s
“cultural memory.” This is a concern shared by
national libraries worldwide.
From very early on, we also had quiet
collaboration from the major search engines
in helping us with all aspects of what we were
doing. One of them, in particular, gave us a
considerable amount of expert technical
guidance. However, ultimately it was
Exalead,10 the leading French search engine
(and by no means an inconsiderable player in
search) which stepped forward to undertake
the crucial role of providing the necessary
technology platform for the proof of concept.
The use cases we decided to pursue during the
pilot project all related to search; this was a
deliberate reflection of the origins of ACAP.
But at the same time, we have made it clear
from the outset that expressing publishers'
policies with respect to access and use of their
content for search was only the beginning of
what ACAP will eventually need to be. The
requirement for publishers of online content to
36

be able to express their access and use policies
in machine-readable form extends well beyond
search.

ACAP principles
ACAP has recognised the need for a clear set
of principles to underpin its work and describe
the set of business requirements to which it
adheres:
• ACAP will develop open royalty-free
standards, with the lowest possible barriers to
entry; ACAP should be as accessible to the
individual self publisher as to the largest
multinational media giant
• ACAP welcomes participation and
governance from the widest possible group of
stakeholders. While a group of publishing
trade associations may have been the catalyst
in the creation of ACAP, this is not a question
of one sector seeking to own something which
is being developed for everyone’s benefit; this
is one reason we are so deeply opposed to the
development of proprietary solutions to the
same range of problems
• ACAP standards should be flexible and
extensible, enabling them to change in
response to the rapidly changing content
marketplace
• ACAP is open to supporting any business
model: we do not seek to create or define
business models for online publishing, but
rather to enable whichever models are
identified as desirable within the stakeholder
community. Without the ability to
communicate policies at the machine to
machine level, many online business models
are simply impossible to implement
• ACAP will avoid reinventing wheels.
Nothing that we are doing is particularly
revolutionary; our aim so far as this is possible
is to bring together things that have been done
4

http://www.wan-press.org/

5

http://www.internationalpublishers.org/

6

http://www.epceurope.org/

See http://www.the-acap.org/faqs.php#which_partners
for a full list of the publishers who participated in the first
phase of the first phase of the ACAP project.
7

8

See http://www.the-acap.org/members.php

9

www.bl.uk

10

www.exalead.com
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elsewhere to create a coherent framework 11
• Finally, ACAP will undertake its work “out in
the open” and as transparently as possible; we
want everyone to know what we are doing and
to understand our reasons behind our actions.
There can be no hidden agendas in ACAP

Outcomes of the Pilot Project
Four of the nine publishers who participated in
the technical work of the project (skilfully led
by Francis Cave, our Technical Project
Manager) were able to take their use cases
through to successful pilot implementation:
• Media 24 12
• De Persgroep 13
• Reed Elsevier 14
• Macmillan Publishing Services 15
This group was able to test permissions relating
newspapers, books, learned journals and business
magazines. Search engine Exalead was able to
show that, without extensive re-engineering, it
was able to read and comply with the policies
these publishers expressed on their test sites.
At the beginning of the process, we had
assumed that we would be replacing the robots
exclusion protocol as a mechanism for
communicating policies. In the event, we have
in fact worked on extending REP; this was at
the specific request of the major search
engines, who told us early in our technical
work that this would be the only solution that
they could possibly implement. Because of the

limitations of the syntax available to us, this
initial implementation of ACAP is somewhat
inelegant – but Exalead has been able to
demonstrate its fitness for purpose.
The extension of the range of usage permissions
that can be expressed within REP using the
ACAP extension is probably best understood by
reference to the ACAP Dictionary, which can be
downloaded from the ACAP Web site.16 As well
as adding a number of qualifiers (such as the
period of time during which a permission is
valid), ACAP has added a particularly important
new usage verb – present 17 – that enables the
publisher to express explicit policies about what
a search engine may show to a user in response
to a search. (See figure below for the complete
set of ACAP v1.0 usage verbs, and the points at
which they impact search engine operations).
In this respect our collaborations with other industry
standards organisations have been particularly important.
These include EDItEUR (http://www.editeur.org/); IPTC
(http://www.iptc.org/); the IDF (http://www.doi.org/); the
PLUS Coalition (http://www.useplus.com/).
11

12

www.media24.com

13

www.persgroep.be

14

www.reedelsevier.com

15

www.macmillan.com

This can be freely downloaded from http://www.theacap.org/project-documents.php: the filename is ACAPTF-Dictionary-V1.0.
16

17
The word “present” was chosen in preference to
“display” or other possible alternatives because it is more
suitable when the resource involves audio or other
material that is not exclusively visual.

The ACAP v1.0 verbs and the points at which they impact
on a search engine
“follow”

“crawl”
WEB

“preserve”
CRAWLER

DOCUMENT
REPOSITORY
“index”

INDEX
Search
queries

“present”
XML FRONT
© World Association of Newspapers 2007-2008

HTML FRONT
“present”
attributes
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allowing greater access to that content on the
network.
For many of us involved in ACAP, perhaps
the most satisfactory outcome of the pilot
project has been the feeling, underlined by
the tremendous support that we have found
for the project from so many different
directions, that this is a project whose time
has come. We have been talking about the
need to express commercial policies in
machine readable form for over a decade,
and now the applications of that capability
are becoming extremely obvious.
We have also gained considerable political
support for the project at all levels. Industryled initiatives of this type – which replace the
need either for continuous recourse to the
courts or for new legislation – are very
welcome.
v1.0 of ACAP, published in November 2007,
is just what its designation implies – a first
release of something that must inevitably
become more sophisticated over time. There
has been a certain amount of criticism that it
is imperfect and incomplete, which we
acknowledge to be the case. It is v1.0, the
outcome of a 12 month project, and we know
that continuing work remains to be done to
refine and extend it.
However, the pilot project has achieved its
primary goal of showing that it is possible
for publishers to express more sophisticated
permissions than the binary “yes/no” of
conventional REP, and for a search engine to
read and comply with these without a huge
engineering effort.
We have also shown the value of ACAP for
the management of search of content held
“behind the firewall” – ACAP forms an
integral part of the infrastructure needed to
support search of premium content which is
not accessible on the open Web. This
application of ACAP, tested by Macmillan
Publishing Services on its ebook publishing
platform,18 is an important indicator, which
points towards one of the great promises that
ACAP holds out to every Internet user: as
publishers become more confident that their
polices with respect to the use of their
content can be properly expressed (and
complied with by their business partners),
the more confident they will be about
38

Implement ACAP now!
It is clearly now the responsibility of the
publishing industry to ensure that ACAP
reaches the next stage, universal
implementation. No one can expect the major
search engines to take the trouble to
implement ACAP unless there is clear support
for the initiative from within publishing.
And support in this case means
implementation on publishers’ Web sites.
For the time being, we are asking publishers to
undertake the simplest of implementations:
convert your existing robots.txt file (which you
have on your Web site, whether you know it or
not!) by adding to it exactly the same set of
instructions that you provide today, but using
ACAP syntax and semantics. There is even a
tool on the ACAP Web site 19 which painlessly
converts existing robots.txt files without
intervention on your part.
Critically, this change has no impact on the way
your site is currently indexed by the search
engines. If you have any doubt about this,
consider that the first major site to implement
ACAP was TimesOnline,20 which has now,
along with a growing number of other Web

18
See http://www.mpstechnologies.com/newsfiles/MPS_
Technologies_&_ACAP_press_release.pdf
19

http://www.the-acap.org/implement-acap.php

20

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/
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sites, taken the further step of showing the
“ACAP Enabled” logo on all of its pages.

ACAP, and in doing so, support the role of
copyright in the online environment.

There is no downside to implementing ACAP,
beyond a few minutes of work for someone on
the technical side of the business, and the
potential upside for the entire online
publishing industry is considerable. By
implementing ACAP in this very simple way,
publishers can begin to reclaim their rights
over setting permission for their own content,
and not allow others to make arbitrary
decisions about how that content may be used.

The first is the simplest, and the one we have
already discussed: implement ACAP on your
Web site.

Where next?
ACAP was originally designed to be a 12month project. However, it always had a
stream of work which was designed to decide
where it should go once the pilot was
complete. A Governance Working Group,
comprising a wide range of representatives
from ACAP participants and members, was
established to advise on the future.

The second is very nearly as simple – along
with many other publishers and other
organisations, join ACAP and show your
support for the project in an even clearer way.
Members also have the opportunity to propose
their own use cases and to participate directly
in the work of the project. For more
information about becoming a member, or
indeed for any other information about ACAP,
please see our Web site (www.the-acap.org) or
e-mail me (at info@the-acap.org).
With ACAP, the online publishing environment
can become as rich and diverse as the offline
one – why would you NOT support it?

This group unanimously took the view that
ACAP had established so much momentum
that publishers could not afford for it to simply
hand on its work to another body (even
assuming a suitable alternative body could be
identified). The project phase has been
extended for another six months (until June
2008) and during the interim ACAP is seeking
the right mechanism to become sustainable
over time.
At the same time, the technical work of the
project is continuing. The work plan for this
year includes not only the consolidation of the
work undertaken in 2007, but several new
technical work streams have been identified by
our members. These include work on policies
related to syndicated content and online
permission-granting services. Slightly less
imminent, but also clearly in our sights are use
cases relating to audiovisual content and
perhaps to music.
We will also continue with our efforts to evangelise
ACAP across the widest possible front.

Conclusion: what every publisher
can do
Publishers who believe they have every right to
set the policies for access to and use of their
online content should do two things to support
39
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Conclusion
Newspaper companies can vastly increase the
value of their content on a local and global
basis, by maximising efficiencies during the
content development stages, and maximising
revenue making in the distribution and
archiving phases. The pervasive nature of
digital media also makes it necessary to
protect the value of content by giving
publishers complete control on whether search
engines can spider them.
Many studies have been made that show the
variety of content sought out by readers on
print and digital media. It is the strategic
company that uses the results of this research
as a springboard to launching new products to
satisfy the reader and user. For example, the
Readership Institute’s research findings show
that online and print readers both value the
same kinds of experiences:
• Looks out for people like me
• Regular part of my day
• My personal time out
• A credible, safe place
• Touches me and expands my views
• Makes me smarter

• Turned on by ads
• Easy to use
• Helps and improves me
• Worth saving and sharing
• Makes me feel I belong
• Something to talk about
• Too much
• Worries me
• Annoyed by the ads
These experiences can be parlayed into new or
improved products, such as:
• A more compact edition for those who think the
newspaper has too much news and information
• An expanded array of stories about regular people
• More relevant news, information and useful
tidbits to make readers’ lives easier
• A wider breadth of content that expands
readers’ horizons
• Better designed advertising
• Sections worth saving and sharing
• Eliminate ads that are intrusive, like pop-up
or blinking ads
Economies in the newsroom also can be found
in re-deploying resources toward producing
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more news and information targeted to desired
audiences and away from commoditized news
that can be found elsewhere.
Syndication and third-party distribution
provide a variety of revenue streams and
business models. Some newspapers are selfsyndicated, while others are syndicated by
individual stories through third-party
syndicators like Mochila. LexisNexis and
Factiva are multimillion dollar businesses that
make their fortunes from aggregating the
world’s newspaper content, and provide
royalty payments to newspapers for the
distribution rights.
Through choosing and implementing the
newsroom, production, distribution,
syndication and archiving efficiencies that are
right for them, publishers can make the most
of their content, both in terms of revenue
value, and in terms of value consumers place
on the content.
Content values are moving away from the
standard “news judgement” of the past, and to
a new realm in which readers and users
determine what is important to them by
accessing the news they want, when they want
it. The quality of that news content is what will
make them come back to a certain news brand
time and again.
The most important content revenue strategies
build up reader value, an increasingly
important factor, as choices on where to get
content are growing by the day, and readers are
being forced to become even more selective
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about which outlet they choose. This is where
newspapers have the upper hand. If they make
the most of their already established brands by
continuing to offer the best, most relevant
content, on as many platforms as possible, they
will only strengthen their brand, rising above
the noise to become even more valuable to
readers inundated by an ocean of content
choices.
While commoditized news will always have its
place, for newspapers, opportunities are arising
outside that sphere.
“I can get a million commoditized pieces of
news on some national tax change. What I
don't know is how it affects me, or affects this
or that income group. News will have to spend
more time on what it means, and less time on
what happened,” Tribune Media Services
President and CEO David Williams stated in
Chapter 2. “ I think there are a lot of
opportunities for newspapers to add relevancy
to what they're doing, and they'll have to
radically change.”
Richard Trumble, business development
director of Wall Street Journal Interactive,
aptly noted that quality content determines a
brand's value, which in turn determines the
value of content. The value of each is
dependent upon the other.
“The trust readers have in that brand, and the
insight and analysis that we bring to
information, and its usefulness to the audience
(determines value),” he said. “That's how you
create a valuable proposition.”
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Appendix
U.S. Newspaper Revenues Attracted per Reader, Online vs Offline
2004
US Newspaper sites
(a) newspaper online ad revenue (in US$ million)
newspaper online ad revenue growth
(b) Newspaper online unique visitors
Newspaper online unique visitors growth
(c) online ad revenues attracted per unique visitor (1)
online ad revenues attracted per unique visitor - Growth

US Print Newspapers
(d) National ad (in US$ million)
National ad growth
(e) Retail ad (in US$ million)
Retail ad growth
(f) Classified ad (in US$ million)
Classified ad growth
(g) Total print ad (in US$ million) (2)
Total print ad growth
(h) Circulation Expenditure - Daily Paid-for (in US$ million)
Circulation Expenditure Growth - Daily Paid-for
(i) Daily Paid-for Circulation (in US$ million)
Daily Paid-for Circulation growth
(j) Average daily paid-for ad revenue attracted per reader (3)
Average ad revenue attracted per reader - Growth
(k) Average daily paid-for circulation revenue generated per reader (4)
Average circulation revenue generated per reader - Growth
Notes:
(1) (a)/(b)
(2) (d)+(e)+(f)
(3 (g)/(i), assume one circulation represents one reader
(4) (h)/(i), assume one circulation represents one reader
Source: Newspaper Association of America, Nielsen//NetRatings, MegaPanel Data

2005

2006

2007e

$3,213
$2,664
$2,027
20.6%
31.4%
31.5%
41,003,025 46,120,640 56,404,313 60,035,743
6.4%
22.3%
12.5%
$47.23
$43.95
$37,58
$53.52
7%
17%
13%
$1,541

2003

2004

2005

2006

$7,797

$8,083
3.7%
$22,012
3.1%
$16,608
5.1%
$46,703
3.9%
$6,832
-2.0%
$54,626
-1.0%
$854,96
5.0%
$125,07
-1.0%

$7,910
-2.1%
$22,187
0.8%
$17,312
4.2%
$47,409
1.5%
$6,730
-1.5%
$53,345
-2.3%
$888,72
3.9%
$126,16
0.9%

$7,505
-5.1%
$22,121
-0.3%
$16,986
-1.9%
$46,612
-1.7%
N/A
N/A
$52,329
-1.9%
$890,74
0.2%
N/A
N/A

$21,341
$15,801
$44,939
$6,975
$55,185
$814,33
$126,38
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Paid-for Daily Circulation and Advertising Revenue per Print Reader, by country
2003
2002
Paid-for Dailies: Sales Revenues ($USD million)
Africa
South Africa
236.3
155.4
North America
Canada
516.1
429.3
USA
6,974.0
6,830.0
Asia
China
India
Japan
10,182.1
10,907.1
Australasia
Australia
724.7
Europe
Denmark
496.2
615.2
Finland
361.3
493.3
France
2,056.5
2,520.2
Germany
3,672.6
4,434.8
Ireland
199.1
291.0
Italy
1,340.6
1,788.8
Netherlands, The
789.6
1,013.5
Spain
1,076.1
1,303.4
Sweden
702.1
847.9
UK
3,072.8
3,391.3
Paid-for Dailies: Ad Revenues ($USD million)
Africa
South Africa
149.3
224.6
North America
Canada
1,598.7
1,806.4
USA
44,102.0
44,939.0
Asia
China
2,273.6
2,931.4
India
546.1
701.1
Japan
6,157.2
6,501.1
Australasia
Australia
1,048.9
1,331.8
Europe
Denmark
305.8
345.6
Finland
448.1
543.8
France
1,345.3
1,543.8
Germany
4,657.6
5,005.6
Ireland
470.8
Italy
1,333.0
1,552.8
Netherlands, The
528.3
705.6
Spain
1,373.9
Sweden
772.1
929.0
UK
3,446.3
3,854.1
Paid-for Dailies: Average Circulation (000)
Africa
South Africa
1,137
1,286
North America
Canada
5,005
4,930
USA
55,186
55,185
Asia
China
85,470
88,657
India
57,844
72,939
Japan
70,815
70,339
Australasia
Australia
2,970
Europe
Denmark
1,433
1,381
Finland
2,268
2,243
France
8,151
8,037
Germany
23,267
22,571
Ireland
591
772
Italy
5,831
5,721
Netherlands, The
4,311
4,204
Spain
4,157
4,185
Sweden
3,671
3,668
UK
18,349
17,250
Paid-for Daily Circulation Sales Revenue generated per reader* ($USD)
Africa
South Africa
136.68
183.75
North America
Canada
104.69
85.77
USA
126.37
123.76
Asia
Japan
155.06
143.78
Australasia
Australia
244.01
Europe
Denmark
445.47
346.27
Finland
219.93
159.30
France
313.57
252.30
Germany
196.48
157.85
Ireland
376.94
336.89
Italy
312.67
229.91
Netherlands, The
241.08
183.16
Spain
311.45
258.86
Sweden
231.16
191.26
UK
196.60
167.46
Paid-for Ad Revenue attracted per print reader* ($USD)
Africa
South Africa
174.65
131.31
North America
Canada
366.41
319.42
USA
814.33
799.15
Asia
China
33.06
26.60
India
9.61
9.44
Japan
92.43
86.95
Australasia
Australia
448.42
Europe
Denmark
250.25
213.40
Finland
242.44
197.57
France
192.09
165.05
Germany
221.77
200.18
Ireland
609.84
Italy
271.42
228.61
Netherlands, The
167.84
122.55
Spain
328.29
Sweden
253.27
210.32
UK
223.43
187.82
* Assume one circulation represents one reader
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Source: World Press Trends 2007

2004

2005

2006

313.5
573.2
6,832.0
11,623.4
680.1
558.0
4,901.2
351.9
2,125.9
1,128.4
1,591.4
955.8
3,926.9

377.1
652.2
6,730.0
11,407.6
690.7
378.6
2,085.0
1,132.5
1,578.8
954.4
4,157.3

568.8
392.9
2,147.5
1,106.3
1,575.0
-

298.1
2,008.5
46,703.0
3,196.6
819.7
6,979.8
1,627.2
397.5
630.9
1,738.3
5,558.0
600.0
1,729.6
833.3
1,588.4
1,037.0
4,450.9

359.9
2,197.8
47,408.0
3,122.0
1,009.7
6,756.3
1,784.7
434.2
648.8
1,775.6
5,595.8
682.5
1,792.5
821.3
1,719.8
1,077.5
4,463.6

46,611.0
1,735.3
665.0
1,800.0
713.1
1,860.0
817.5
2,080.3
1,132.4
-

1,408
4,911
54,626
96,554
73,537
70,364
2,934
1,325
2,255
7,934
22,095
742
5,745
4,061
4,240
3,652
16,485

1,504
4,799
53,345
98,744
78,689
69,680
2,885
1,290
2,240
7,807
21,543
758
5,466
3,912
4,200
3,603
16,494

1,628
4,573
52,329
88,863
69,100
2,970
1,268
2,224
7,686
21,091
800
5,569
3,831
4,110
3,526
16,056

222.66
116.72
125.07
165.19
513.28
247.45
221.82
474.26
370.04
277.86
375.33
261.72
238.21

250.73
135.90
126.16
163.71
535.43
499.47
381.45
289.49
375.90
264.89
252.05

255.76
491.13
385.62
288.78
383.21
-

211.72
408.98
854.96
33.11
11.15
99.20
554.60
300.00
279.78
219.10
251.55
808.63
301.06
205.20
374.62
283.95
270.00

239.30
457.97
888.71
31.62
12.83
96.96
618.61
336.59
289.64
227.44
259.75
900.40
327.94
209.94
409.48
299.06
270.62

890.73
584.28
299.01
234.19
891.38
333.99
213.39
506.16
321.16
-
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